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LindabRoofDrainageSystem
Lindab Rainline ™
A solution that is as right as rain
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we simplify construction
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The colourful system

Lindab Rainline roof drainage system is available in thirteen
distinct colours. Mixing and matching these is easy. Either
discreetly complementing the overall colour scheme of the house,
or boldly creating accents of colour.
Why not choose dark red drainpipes for a white stucco facade?
Or mount exclusive silver metallic pipes on a grey stone wall.
Or why not mix tile-red gutters with white pipes to match the respective
colours of roof and woodwork?
Any facelift is possible. The choice is yours.
Lindab Rainline in a nutshell
• durable and flexible
• a complete range of components
• easy to install
• snap-in fitting
• a variety of colours
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Lindab’s building components in sheet metal are quality products
designed, developed and produced in Sweden. Each product has
been developed by engineers with industry-leading knowledge
of design and product development, and holds comprehensive
building-technical innovation value.
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The superior quality system

Lindab Rainline is the roof drainage system that offers the highest quality
when it comes to combining durability, flexibility and ease of installation.
It has been developed by professionals for professionals. And, over time,
it has become their top choice. Not least because Lindab Rainline’s hard
wearing properties ensure decades of performance without rusting or
leaking.
Strong as steel
Steel is strong, versatile and durable, but it needs to be processed professionally. Lindab buys more than 200,000 tonnes of sheet steel every
year (equivalent to what is needed to manufacture approximately half a
million cars). So we know what we are doing.
Steel made to last
Steel is the ultimate material for roof drainage systems. It is lighter than
cast iron, offers minimal thermal movement compared to plastic (which
moves, cracks and leaks) and is inexpensive compared to cast aluminium.
Galvanized steel sheeting
To provide durable rust proofing the steel is coated with 275g zinc per
m2. The galvanized coating is naturally self-healing, any scratch or cut
being automatically sealed by zinc ions, which wander to re-coat the
uncovered steel.
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The smart system

Thanks to its smart design, Lindab Rainline has become the
preferred roof drainage system for many tinsmiths. Its unique hand-inglove fit and overall quality guarantee quick installation and high functionality for decades to come.
With gutters and downpipes in several dimensions and an
extensive range of components, the system offers solutions for any type
of building, large or small, classic or contemporary. In fact, once a Lindab Rainline system has been mounted, there will be no reason to replace
it – unless you want to facelift your house with a new colour.
Superior snap-in fitting
Every component of the Lindab Rainline system has been designed and
manufactured to the highest standards and smallest tolerances. The result is a system where every part snaps into the next to give a perfect fit.
Complies with existing standards
Lindab Rainline is the result of long experience gained by
tinsmiths and craftsmen in numerous countries. It complies with existing
European standards.
Good advice for architects and engineers
Along with the hardware components, Lindab Rainline offers an abundance of documentation, advice and software tools for
installers as well as architects, engineers and consultants.
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Solutions that enhance
the overall result
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Smart bracket

Stop ends

Pipe holder

This bracket can be adjusted to match
any roof pitch. Strong, yet extremely
easy to fit.

These ends are self-sealing with an
EPDM tube. They are fully reversible, i.e.
same unit fits on both left and right end
of a gutter. And they are easily mounted
with just a single, firm knock.

This holder is made from only one piece
of sheet steel and mounts a pipe with
one firm grip. There are no accessories
to be lost or mounted askew.

Gutter joint

Gutter outlet

These joints are easy to fit, creating
very firm, durable joints. The joints are
guaranteed leak-proof with a long-lasting
EPDM sealing.

This versatile gutter outlet has a onegrip, snap-on mounting that ensures a
perfect fit to the semi-circular shape of
the gutter. Can be mounted after the
gutter is in place.

A complete range
of components
Bracket
Adjustable bracket

Stay strap

Bracket

Bracket for 27 roof pitch

Bracket
Stop end

Bracket

Gutter
Stop end
Gutter joint

Hopper

Gutter
outlet

Gutter
Branch pipe

Cover brace
Gutter angle, outer
Gutter angle, inner

Bend

Fold out shoe

Intermediate pipe
One piece bend

Sliding pipe
Bend
Overflow protection, angle

Pipe holder with spike

Overflow protection, straight

Snaplock pipe holder

Downpipe

Drain trap
Drain shoe
Drain connector

Pipe holder
Pipe connector

Lining of the cursor

Shoe

Self cleaning leaf trap
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Many different colours
The Lindab Rainline system is available in various colours.
All are weatherproofed with extra durable paint, with an attractive,
elegant finish.

Extra durable high-build polyester paint in thirteen different colours.

Antique white
001

Black
015

Mat black
015 M

Graphite grey
035

Matt graphite grey
035M

Anthracite metallic
044

Silver metallic
045

Dark grey
087

Coffee brown
387

Brown
434

Matt brown
434M

Tile red
742

Hard to choose? With Lindab Rainline RAL you can get your new roof drainage
system in a variety of 160 different RAL colors. This gives you great opportunities.

Dark Red
758

In addition to our coated materials we also have
aluminum-zink, copper and magestic.

Aluminum - zink

Copper

Magestic
Zinc Magnesium
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Most of us spend the majority of our time indoors. Indoor climate is crucial to how we feel, how productive
we are and if we stay healthy.
We at Lindab have therefore made it our most important
objective to contribute to an indoor climate that improves
people’s lives. We do this by developing energy-efficient
ventilation solutions and durable building products. We
also aim to contribute to a better climate for our planet
by working in a way that is sustainable for both people
and the environment.
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